Despite numerous state-of-the-art applications of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) in a wide range of real-world tasks, two major challenges hinder further advances in DNNs: hyperparameter optimization and constrained power resources, which is a significant concern in embedded devices. DNNs become increasingly difficult to train and deploy as they grow in size due to both computational intensity and the large memory footprint. Recent efforts show that quantizing weights of deep neural networks to lower bitwidths takes a significant step toward mitigating the mentioned issues, by reducing memory bandwidth and using limited computational resources which is important for deploying DNN models to devices with limited resources. This paper builds upon the algorithmic insight that the bitwidth of operations in DNNs can be reduced without compromising their classification accuracy. Deep quantization (quantizing bitwidths below eight) while maintaining accuracy, requires magnificent manual effort and hyper-parameter tuning as well as re-training. This paper tackles the aforementioned problems by designing an end to end framework, dubbed ReLeQ, to automate DNN quantization. We formulate DNN quantization as an optimization problem and use a state-of-the-art policy gradient based Reinforcement Learning (RL) algorithm, Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) to efficiently explore the large design space of DNN quantization and solve the defined optimization problem. To show the effectiveness of ReLeQ, we evaluated it across several neural networks including MNIST, CIFAR10, SVHN. ReLeQ quantizes the weights of these networks to average bitwidths of 2.25, 5 and 4 respectively while maintaining the final accuracy loss below 0.3% .
Introduction
Deep Neural Networks (DNN) have been widely adopted for numerous applications such as pattern recognition, video analytics, data classification, etc. DNN applications are constrained by the vast amount of compute intensive multiply-accumulate operations. In turn, energy consumption and latency of DNN systems can become extremely large. Specifically, training is shown to be not suitable for execution on general purpose embedded processors.
In many applications, however, performing inference on such embedded or memory constrained devices is a requirement. As an example, personal assistants such as Amazon's Alexa or Apple's Siri, which need to perform speech recognition and employ conversational networks using an embedded system. For these types of applications of DNNs, it is important to decrease the amount of data and computation required for inference to avoid the high costs of data transfer. One prominent approach to this problem is quantizing the parameters of DNNs [1] which utilize low precision weights and activations to reduce compute requirements.
In most quantization approaches for DNNs, all layers of a given network are quantized to the same bitwidth. However, with each layer in a neural network playing different roles and having unique properties in terms of weight distribution, over-quantizing an important layer can result in unnecessary pressure on subsequent layers to maintain accuracy. Such pressure leads to longer re-training and fine tuning times, as well as potentially sub-optimal accuracy due to the fact that the sensitivity of layers to accuracy is not being accounted for.
To solve this issue, different combinations of quantization bitwidths can be tested for each layer of a DNN. However, evaluating different quantization combinations requires iterating over a prohibitively large search space, making it impractical to exhaustively assess and determine the optimum quantization level for each layer. As such, this paper sets out to automate and speedup the search process in deep quantization for neural networks using reinforcement learning. We propose a framework, dubbed ReLeQ, that learns the sensitivity of final classification accuracy with respect to the quantization level of each layer's weights , determining the bitwidth of each layer while keeping classification accuracy within a percent of the full-precision accuracy. Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed ReLeQ framework. Observing that the quantization bitwidth for a given layer in a neural network affects the accuracy of subsequent layers, our framework implements an architecture which allows it to take actions (e.g., select quantization levels) with the context of previous layers' bitwidths. The ReLeQ framework receives a full precision network and outputs a quantized network after multiple iterations of reinforcement learning training. We show that ReLeQ agent is effective in distinguishing the sensitivity of individual layers while quantizing the entire network to the minimum bitwidth and minimizing the loss in accuracy.
Methodology: Reinforcement Learning for Quantization
To determine the quantization level for each layer of a neural network, we train a reinforcement learning agent which explores the search space of quantization levels for each layer within a neural network. The agent utilizes a reward function which seeks to minimize the average bitwidth of the neural network layers while minimizing the accuracy loss relative to full-precision accuracy. The ReLeQ agent is trained by determining the quantization bitwidth (q b ), which belongs to the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, of each layer in order, taking into account previous layers' quantization at each step. After each step, the ReLeQ agent receives a reward which is determined by both the accuracy of inference for the current quantization level and average of quantized bitwidths (more details in Sec 2.3). Therefore, the reward function encourages both accuracy preservation and reduction of overall bitwidth. With accuracy preservation being a primary component of ReLeQ's reward function, retraining of a quantized neural network is required in order to properly evaluate the effectiveness of deep quantization. Such re-training is a time-intensive process, which undermines the search process efficiency. To mitigate this issue, we reward the agent with an estimated accuracy after re-training for a shortened amount of epochs which may or may not have converged to a final accuracy. After the agent has converged quantization levels for each layer within the network, we perform a retraining step on the quantized model and then obtain the final accuracy. Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed framework, ReLeQ. In the following sections, we overview each stage of the ReLeQ framework.
State Space
The ReLeQ agent quantizes each layer based on the sensitivity of the final classification accuracy relative to the quantization of a layer. Determining the accuracy sensitivity for a given DNN layer requires knowledge of previous layers' bitwidths, layer indices, layer sizes, and statistics (e.g., standard deviation) about the distribution of weights. As such, we use an LSTM network to consider this dependency between layers. Figure 2a shows the state space of ReLeQ agent categorized as follows: (i) Layer-specific parameters which are unique per layer vs. network-specific parameters which characterize the entire network as the agent steps forward during training process. (ii) Static parameters that do not change during training process. Dynamic parameters that change during training process depending on the actions taken by the agent while it explores the design space. Lastly, in addition to the layers' characteristics, the state parameters reflect some indication about the quantization and accuracy states which are defined as follows 
Action Space
We provide a discrete set of quantization bitwidths from which the ReLeQ agent chooses in order to obtain a reward. Specifically, the set of bitwidths used for our implementation was 1,2,3,4,5, but any set of bitwidths can be passed based on the desired quantization levels.
Reward Formulation
Reward formulation is a critical component of any RL problem and the convergence behavior highly depends on it. We define the reward as a function of two terms, (a) accuracy state, (b) quantization state. The following snippet shows the formulation of ReLeQ's reward function and Figure 2c shows a visualization.
In the above function, a and b are hyperparameters and th is accuracy state threshold. Formulating the reward in this manner produces a smooth reward gradient as the agent approaches the optimum quantization combination. In addition, the varying 2-dimensional gradient speeds up the agent's convergence time. Task completion is further reduced by setting a threshold to prevent unnecessary or undesirable exploration. The threshold also enables the agent to explore more relevant regions within the design space.
Learning Procedure
As shown in Figure 1 , the agent steps through all layers one by one, determining the quantization level for the layer at each step. After every action for a given step, we perform a shortened re-training process, and use the resulting validation accuracy in formulating the reward. To encourage lower bitwidth quantization and therefore reduced cost, the RL agent factors the average quantization across all layers into the reward in combination with the aforementioned re-trained accuracy. A positive accuracy reward is determined by an improved or maintained validation accuracy relative to the full precision accuracy, whereas the quantization reward is positive if the agent reduces the bitwidth of a layer. The interplay between accuracy reward and quantization reward enables the agent to deeply quantize the network with minimal loss in accuracy.
Policy and Value Networks
The agent is comprised of two networks, a policy network and a value network. All the state embeddings are fed as input to the LSTM layer and this acts as the first hidden layer for both policy and value networks. Based on our evaluations, LSTM enables the ReLeQ agent to converge almost ×1.33 faster than without LSTM. Apart from the LSTM, policy network has two fully connected hidden layers of 128 neurons each and the number of neurons in the final output layer is equal to the number of available bitwidths the agent can choose from. Whereas the Value network has two fully connected hidden layers of 128 and 64 neurons each. We use Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [2] , a state-of-the-art approach in reinforcement learning, to update policy and Value networks. We implemented all the networks in TensorFlow framework and used Adam Optimizer with an initial learning rate of 10 −4 to minimize the loss function. Details of the parameters used can be seen in Table1. 
Evaluation
We evaluated our approach on several neural networks for different datasets: MNIST, CIFAR10, SVHN. The ReLeQ agent quantizes these networks to average bitwidths of 2.25, 5 and 4 respectively with less than 0.3% accuracy loss in all cases. Table 2 provides a summary for the evaluated datasets, networks and the results with respect to quantization and the classification accuracy after deep quantization. In the following subsections we provide details and analysis of the conducted experiments and the results. Figure 3a shows the evolution of ReLeQ agent's bitwidth selection probabilities for all layers over time (number of episodes), which reveals how the agent's policy changes with respect to selecting a bitwidth per layer. An episode is defined as a single pass through all layers in the neural network. As indicated on the graph, the end results suggest the following quantization patterns, (2, 2, 2, 2) or (2, 2, 3, 2) bits. For the first two convolution layers (Convolution Layer 1, Convolution Layer 2), the agent ends up assigning the highest probability for two bits and its confidence increases with increasing number of training episodes. For the third layer (Fully Connected Layer 1), the probabilities of two bits and three bits are very close. Lastly, for the fourth layer (Fully Connected Layer 2), the agent again tends to select two bits, however, with relatively smaller confidence compared to layers one and two. With these observations, we can infer that bitwidth probability profiles are not uniform across all layers and that the agent distinguishes between the layers, understands the sensitivity of the layers to accuracy and chooses the bitwidths accordingly. To assess the solution quality of the RL agent, since LeNet is a small network, we enumerate all the possible design points over the available bitwidths for the agent. As shown in Figure 3b , ReLeQ agent solution (highlighted in red) achieves a good tradeoff between accuracy state and quantization state. This demonstrates the efficiency in exploring the underlying design space. Looking at the agent's selection for the third layer (fc1) and recalling the initial problem formulation of quantizing all layers while preserving the initial full precision accuracy, it is logical that the probabilities for two and three bits are very close. Going further down to two bits was beneficial in terms of quantization while staying at three bits was better for maintaining good accuracy. This points out the importance of tailoring the reward function and the role it plays in controlling such trade-offs.
MNIST Analysis

CIFAR-10 and SVHN Analysis
A major indicator of the correctness of a formulated reinforcement learning problem is the ability of the agent to consistently yield improved solution quality as it learns the correct underlying policy and gradually transition from the exploration to the exploitation phase. Figure 4 shows the accuracy state (normalized accuracy) and quantization state for CIFAR-10 and SVHN experiments. We overlay the moving average of the accuracy state for the agent's solutions as episodes evolve. As the graph shows, the agent consistently yields solutions that increasingly preserve the accuracy, while seeking to minimize the number of bits assigned to each layer (minimizing the quantization state) at the same time and eventually converges to a stable optimum solution. For the SVHN experiment, we run multi-digit recognition (five digits with ten classes for each digit) using a ten layer network. During the experiment, we set the first and last layers as full precision (excluding them from the search space). In terms of convergence analysis, it can be noticed that the agent in both experiments manages to converge in around 300 episodes. Despite the fact that SVHN experiment (considering eight layers for quantization) is relatively larger than the CIFAR-10 experiment (considering five layers for quantization), the convergence speed in both experiments is comparable (slightly faster for the CIFAR-10). Such convergence behavior demonstrates the agent's ability to efficiently explore huge search spaces for much deeper and wider networks. For CIFAR-10 and SVHN experiments, the agent eventually converged to same bitwidth for all layers (all five bits for CIFAR-10 and all four bits for SVHN).
Evaluation of State Embeddings
State embeddings are an essential component in determining and controlling the convergence behavior of the RL agent. We carried out experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the used state embeddings. In every iteration, we repeat the same experiment while omitting one state embedding at a time and keeping the rest. Based on our experiments, we observe that the layer's size/dimensions turn out to be the most important embedding for convergence. Standard deviation of the layer's weights comes as the second most important parameter. Figure 5a shows convergence behavior for LeNet with variance of weights as part of the state embedding (baseline result) and Figure 5b shows the behavior when variance of weights was excluded from the state embedding. The rest of the state embeddings help in speeding up the convergence process.
Accelerated Finetuning
Loss function of neural networks. Neural networks' loss functions are known to be highly nonconvex and generally very poorly understood. It has been empirically verified that loss surfaces for large neural networks have many local minima that are essentially equivalent in terms of test error [5] , [6] . Moreover, converging to one of the many good local minima proves to be more useful as compared to struggling to find the global minimum of the accuracy loss on the training set (which often leads to overfitting). This opens up and encourages a possibility of adding extra custom objectives to optimize for (during the training process), in addition to the original one (accuracy loss). The added custom objective could be with the purpose of increasing generalization performance or imposing some preference on the weights values. Regularization is one of the major techniques that makes use of such facts as discussed in the following subsection.
Quantization friendly regularization. Neural networks often suffer from redundancy of parameterization and consequently they commonly tend to overfit. Regularization is one of the commonly used techniques to enhance generalization performance of neural networks. Regularization effectively constrains weight parameters by adding a term (regularizer) to the objective function that captures the desired constraint in a soft way. This is achieved by imposing some sort of preference on weights updates during the optimization process. As a result, regularization seamlessly leads to unconditionally constrained optimization problem instead of explicitly constrained which, in most cases is much more difficult to solve. The most commonly used regularization technique is known as weight decay, which aims to reduce the network complexity by limiting the growth of the weights. It is realized by adding a term to the objective function that penalizes large weight values [7] :
where E o is the original loss measure, and λ is a parameter governing how strongly large weights are penalized. w is a vector containing all free parameters of the network. Here, we propose a new type of regularization that is friendly to quantization. The proposed regularization is realized by adding a periodic function (regularizer) to the original objective function, Figure 6a . The periodic regularizer has a periodic pattern of minima that correspond to the desired quantization levels. Such correspondence is achieved by matching the period to the quantization step based on a particular number of bits for a given layer.
where E o is the original loss measure, and λ q is a parameter governing how strongly weight quantization errors are penalized. w is a vector containing all free parameters of the network.
For the sake of simplicity and clarity, Figures 6b and 6c depict a geometrical sketch for a hypothetical loss surface (original objective function to be minimized) and an extra regularization term in 2-D weight space. For weight decay regularization, in Figure 6b , the faded circular contours show that as we get closer to the origin, the regularization loss is minimized. Optimum solution is achieved by striking a balance between the original loss term and the regularization loss term. In a similar way, Figure 6c shows a representation of the proposed regularization. A periodic pattern of minima pockets is seen surrounding the original optimum point. The objective of the optimization problem is to find the best solution that is the closest to one of those minima pockets where weight values are nearly matching the desired quantization levels, hence the name quantization-friendly.
Evaluation. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed regularization, Figure 7 shows a comparison of the validation accuracy for CIFAR-10 using conventional finetuning approach versus finetuning with the proposed approach. It can be noticed that, under same limited amount of retraining steps, medium number of bits seem to benefit the most. Observed performance improvements could differ across different networks and different durations of retraining. It should be noted that, using the proposed regularization approach, the weight updates occur in full precision as opposed to clipping the weights to the quantized values, yet the weights eventually converge to desired quantization levels.
Related Work
Extensive work [8, 9, 1, 10] has been done for quantizing neural networks. However, all of them assume a predetermined target bitwidth for quantization. On the other side, many studies have leveraged reinforcement learning algorithms in the context of hyperparameter optimization such as neural network architecture designing [11, 12] . Further, [13] employed reinforcement learning to automatically find the compression ratio for different layers. Compared to previous works, ours is the first study that combines the two approaches and proposes an automated reinforcement learning based approach for bitwidth selection in the context of neural network quantization.
Future Work and Conclusion
In this work, we introduce a framework for automatic deep quantization of neural networks using reinforcement learning, dubbed ReLeQ. To consider the effect of quantization of each layer on the final classification accuracy, we use a LSTM based network for the ReLeQ agent. The RL agent takes into account both the layer's sensitivity to overall accuracy and the quantized bitwidths of the preceding layers while predicting a quantization level for a layer. Our preliminary results across multiple neural networks show that ReLeQ is effective in deep quantization of neural networks with minimum degradation on the final classification accuracy. For future work, we are working on providing more effective in-the-loop feedback for the RL agent to further expedite the deep quantization process for larger networks. The combination of our RL based quantization and a more efficient re-training methodology will enable us to achieve better accuracy for larger networks using fewer re-training passes. The proposed technique also opens up the possibility of performing heterogeneous quantization of the network (i.e., quantizing each layer to different bitwidth) as the reinforcement learning agent learns the sensitivity of each layer with respect to accuracy in order to perform quantization of the entire network.
